
 

 

Reflections from the Marketplace 

28th Sunday in Ordinary Time 

10-11-20 

Dear friends:  

 Often when reading the readings for Sunday liturgy we find that the first and the gospel readings 

seem to have a relationship to each other.  Often the Epistle readings seems very different from 

those readings.  However, this week it seemed that the Epistle is the one that spoke to me the 

strongest, especially the lines- “I have learned the secret of …………. living in abundance and of 

being in need.” In terms of myself I would not presume to say that “I have learned the 

secret………because I am still learning it. 

I remember many years ago just after we had our first daughter, I lost my job.  Because my 

employer was a non-profit and they did not have pay into the Labor Dept. for unemployment 

benefits.  Because of that,  we had to go on welfare, food stamps, and state assisted medical care.  

I remember my first time going to the drugstore to get a prescription filled .  we had been a regular 

customer at this pharmacy.  I had to explain to pharmacist, I was on welfare and had no private 

insurance anymore and no money to pay for the prescription.  In an instant, it seemed, I could see 

the change in his face as he began to form a new opinion of me.  It was embarrassing.  I also 

remember having to learn how to cope with the food banks intown which only allowed welfare 

recipients to get certain foods- no shopping there.    

And more recently, this past year I have had to learn to cope with another type of need vs. 

abundance.   Because of the extensiveness of back surgeries, I often must rely now on others to 

get or do certain things for me.  Thus, my level of independence, (e.g. my “abundance”) is sorely 

diminished and has become more “my need.”  Adding to this, a couple weeks ago, my surgeon 

indicated that I would probably need another surgery on my neck.   As I reflected on the things 

that have happened to me this year, it appears to be more “need” than “abundance”  As I thought 

of this fact, I  began to think of my brothers in faith at Carl Robinson and Cybulski prisons.  Our 

parish team used to meet with them weekly but since last March we have not been able to go there 

because of Covid-19.  They too like me are held in limitations and not free to move about as they 



 

might wish they could.  For they are limited by the bars and guards that them bound as, I am limited 

by the limits of my wheelchair and where it can go and where it cannot enter.   

These limitations have helped me to be more cognizant of those also in the marketplaces of our 

lives whose freedom is also limited or non-existent.   Limited,  either because of financial losses; 

physical disabilities; loss of a loved one who was their dear friend or companion; or a need to flee 

to a new homeland only to be turned away at border crossing with no way back home; or to watch 

a storm or a fire take  away a home which may have taken years to build or acquire and to leave 

them homeless; parents who watch their children slip into drug addiction and are powerless to save 

them.  Each can present such limitations to our freedom and in their own ways are forcing us, as 

Paul,  says too learn “how to live in humble circumstances;” 

And yet also in many of these situations, such as mine, or others, we are slowly learning,  that if 

we are willing to sit in prayer we will gain the ability to see even in desert-like places of our 

confinement, God’s grace is finding its way into out lives.  I have found that sometime this may 

be experienced directly, but more times than not it will come in unexpected ways or through 

unexpected people.  We for our part must be willing and ready to look for it and to expect it will 

come.  To be able to find this level of contentment amidst great or lasting challenges will require 

the grace of God.  To live in this way is to put on the garment of hope that God provides to us. 

According to an old fable, there once was a King who suffered from a very painful ailment.  The 

royal doctor advised the King that he would be cured if he found a contented man and wore his 

shirt night and day. Messengers were sent throughout the Kingdom in search of such a person. 

Several months passed and finally the messengers returned to the palace, but, with no shirt.  

“Couldn’t you find one contented person in all my realm?” asked the King, his disappointment 

audible in his voice.  “Yes, Your Majesty,” the messenger replied, “we found one, just one, 

contented man in the Kingdom.” “Well then”, demanded the King, “where is his shirt?”  Quietly, 

the answer came back, “He had no shirt.”  

As one commentator, Sanchez Files a contributor to Celebration Publications, said of today’s 

readings- “Today’s second reading tells us that Paul experienced similar contentment.  So content 

was he in his relationship with Jesus that Paul believed that everything else paled into 

insignificance. If he were hungry or filled to satisfaction; if he were humiliated or raised up in 

honor; if he had what he needed or if he were totally bereft . . . it was of no consequence to Paul 

because his value system centered on one priority. That priority was the person of Jesus Christ in 

whom Paul found the strength for everything he was asked to do and for everything he had to 

suffer for the sake of the ministry he exercised in Jesus’ name.”  

In the times of Jesus , it would not be uncommon for the host or king who was giving a special 

dinner to provide clothing to the guests or arrange for tailors to go to their homes and make special 

clothes for them.  Then on the day of the dinner everyone would be expected to wear the special 

garment the dinner. This would have certainly happened in the case of the guests who were brought 

in from byway and roads in our gospel today.  So, when one of the guests comes in not dressed in 



 

his wedding garment, it was very insulting to the king.  It meant he did not respect what the king 

had done for him, how the king had graced this man with a special garment. 

Each of us, too, have been graced with a special garment placed around us at our baptism.  It is not 

a garment the world can see but it is a garment we can feel, making us feel blessed when we seek 

to trust in God even though it is not easy or convenient.  Sometimes we do not take good care of 

this garment.  It gets torn or shredded or badly stained by sin.  To trust that even when our lives 

feel as if they are in shambles, broken, fractured beyond repair, that there will come a day maybe 

soon, maybe far away, when God’s invitation to the banquet will come seeking our acceptance.  

That it will be through the mercy of the king that our garment will be restored to what it was when 

first placed on us.   

Perhaps then in our moments of prayer this week, we can focus on the times, maybe present, or in 

the past, that we have been feeling abundance or need.  And perhaps during those prayer times we 

can pray with grateful heart with Paul- “I can, I can do all things in him who strengthens me. “      

And so my prayer for myself and for you my friends is Paul’s closing words today to the people 

of Philippi and to us as we sit in our homes or in our pews that “My God will fully supply whatever 

you need, in accord with his glorious riches in Christ Jesus. To our God and Father, glory be 

forever and ever. Amen” 

 

 


